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Introduction

The bulk of repertoire traditionally played on the Irish uilleann bagpipes is dance music. For dance music to be considered danceable, the listener must at least be able to tell where to tap his or her foot in rhythm with the tune. Performers who communicate danceable rhythms usually do so by generating a consistent, underlying motor rhythm by using large muscle groups in the process of music making. By motor rhythm, I refer to a constant, predictable series of accentuated notes—a rhythmic point of reference—that communicates the dance genre to the listener. In this article, I will explain the challenges of this process for the uilleann piper and propose a method to help uilleann pipers gain better control over rhythm.

In my experience, I have found that many students of the uilleann pipes are challenged with finding methods that help them execute danceable rhythm when they play dance music. While playing Irish traditional music with excellent dance rhythm can be challenging on any instrument, it is especially so for the uilleann pipes because there are no large muscle groups directly engaged in projecting dance rhythm on the instrument. For example, flute players engage the diaphragm, a large muscle in the thorax, to play danceable music. The flute player can blow hard into the instrument to communicate downbeats and upbeats to dancers. Fiddlers use large muscle groups in the arms to emphasize rhythmic patterns, and press harder on the bow on downbeats. While the uilleann piper engages large muscle groups in the arms, shoulders, and back to operate the instrument, none of these muscle groups are directly related to producing rhythm in the playing of the tune.

When an uilleann piper plays a dance tune on the chanter (melody pipe), s/he engages only smaller muscle groups in communicating the dance rhythm: those in the fingers and hands. While the robust, regular motor rhythm of blowing through a flute or pressing on the strings with the bow help flute players and fiddlers communicate dance rhythm clearly, uilleann pipers can be at a loss without similar large muscle groups to help project danceable rhythm—when a piper feels insecure with his or her rhythm and is not achieving danceable results, what is to be done?

Over the past decade, I have developed a method that has proven effective for improving a student’s ability to play danceable music on the instrument. Since much of the transmission in the uilleann piping tradition is done aurally/orally (in part because Irish musicians do not always read musical notation), I devised a method that does not require the student to be musically literate. All a student needs to know in order to use this rhythm exercise are the note names and fingerings on the chanter.
The underlying principle in this exercise is to show a student not simply how to play a specific tune with rhythmic solidity, but how to play every tune with rhythmic solidity. If practiced well, the student will learn fundamental rhythmic patterns that can be applied to a huge portion of Irish traditional instrumental dance music. By identifying rhythmically critical pitches (and pitch positions) in a given tune, large muscle groups (the legs) can be engaged to improve rhythmic stability.

The Method

The first step is for a student to tap the dominant foot while listening to a tune. (The student will need to be able to hear the downbeat and tap along with it before the rest of this method will be useful.) The student should either make a recording of the tune and listen back, or, listen to another musician’s recording of the tune. Even if the student is musically literate, s/he should then write the note names of the tune in the order of occurrence. I recommend writing three-note letter groups for a jig and four-note letter groups for a reel, with the downbeat note at the front of each three- or four-note grouping.

Next, the student should circle the note names with which the downbeat and upbeats coincide. These circled notes are called set accented tones. In a jig, a genre that I will use as an example later, the set accented tones can be diagramed in the following way (the student would circle the notes in positions 1, 3, 4, and 6. 1 and 4 are downbeats, while 3 and 6 are upbeats):

![Set Accented Tones in a Single Measure of a Jig](image)

The same exercise could be done with a reel using the following rhythmic scheme as a guide to identify downbeat and upbeat pitch positions:
Once the note names are written down for the entire tune, and the set accented tones identified, the student should create a table of only the set accented tones. For example, from the jig “Patsy Touhey’s Frolics,” (Fig. 3) the student would create the following in Table 1:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>M. 1</th>
<th>M. 2</th>
<th>M. 3</th>
<th>M. 4</th>
<th>M. 5</th>
<th>M. 6</th>
<th>M. 7</th>
<th>M. 8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>d d A F#</td>
<td>D D A F#</td>
<td>d d A F#</td>
<td>E A B C#</td>
<td>d d A F#</td>
<td>D D A F#</td>
<td>G G F# F#</td>
<td>E A B C#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>d e f# B</td>
<td>B d e A</td>
<td>d e f# B</td>
<td>e A B C#</td>
<td>d e f# B</td>
<td>B d e A</td>
<td>d B A F#</td>
<td>E A B C#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>d D A D</td>
<td>B D A D</td>
<td>d A A F#</td>
<td>E A B C#</td>
<td>d D A D</td>
<td>B D A F#</td>
<td>G G F# F#</td>
<td>E A B C#</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Table 1: Downbeat and Upbeat pitch content for the jig “Patsy Touhey’s Frolics” (from Fig. 3)

Having identified the notes (and fingerings) of the tune’s set accented tones, the student would then designate the dominant leg/foot to tap on the downbeat and other leg/foot to tap on the upbeat for every measure in the tune, and mark the table (of mm. 1-4) as such:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M. 1</th>
<th>M. 2</th>
<th>M. 3</th>
<th>M. 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>d d</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>F#</td>
<td>d d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Table 2: Foot-tapping pattern applied to Downbeat and Upbeat pitch content for mm. 1-4 of the A part jig “Patsy Touhey’s Frolics”

I recommend that the student practice only the set accented tones and with alternating leg movements (rather than tapping the same leg/foot twice in a row) in order to become comfortable with the synchronization that must develop between the fingers and the legs. The
student should practice the exercise for 10-15 minutes, and do so in front of a mirror. Practicing in front of a mirror can be helpful in two ways. First, a student watching him/herself practice from a teacher’s outsider vantage point gives an outsider’s perspective on what is done during practice. It can become much easier to identify problems with the visual distance that a mirror can provide. Second, watching oneself the way one would watch another musician play helps establish a visual-kinesthetic link that can strengthen the link between memory and muscle movement.⁶

In this method, it is critical for the student to use one leg for the downbeats and the other leg for the upbeats because alternating legs will fuse the pitch content of the jig with the motor rhythm of the jig. If the student uses only one leg for both downbeats and upbeats, confusion about whether a note is a downbeat or upbeat can ensue, and progress can halt.

The student benefits from this method in that when s/he can distinguish between rhythmically critical pitches and rhythmically negligible pitches in a tune, s/he can determine whether finger movements are synchronized for the desired dance rhythm. After a student uses this approach, s/he will know which notes coincide with the legs and is better able to use those large muscle groups to coordinate finger movements to produce danceable rhythm.

Professional performers whose piping is excellent rhythmically typically use ornamentation on the set accented tones—notes where the listener would tap the foot on the downbeat or upbeat. A clear understanding of a tune’s set accented tones will guide a piper in the judicious application of grace notes.

Beyond playing danceable music on the chanter, this method is also useful for helping a piper determine how and where to play regulator accompaniment in traditional dance tunes.⁷ The regulator playing of masters such as Robbie Hannan, Seán McKeon, Séamus Ennis, Johnny Doran, and Leo Rowsome contributes to the danceability of their music because they have an understanding of which notes in the tune (and their fingerings) coincide with the downbeat and can easily tell where regulators “fit” the tune from a rhythmic perspective. Regulators can then be applied to downbeat and upbeat pitch positions to create danceable music.

I have seen this method work for uilleann piping students all over the world. When applied seriously, students tend to remark that they feel more stable in their music-making, and that it also gives them a tool for analyzing and articulating aspects of their playing.
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Regulators are keyed pipes that lay across the piper’s leg (opposite the bag). The piper activates the regulators by pressing on the keys with the wrist.